LEG 4
MANCA CRUISE COSTA DEL SOL BACK TO MOROCCO AND RETURN TO SPAIN
The general plan was to have no big plan but to putter slowly along the coast, stop to enjoy points of
interest ashore and then putter some more. New guests were due to arrive on July 5th but the
“putter” turned into a “sputter”.
Manca was ready waiting at Fuengirola for the new guests who both arrived on time. Unfortunately,
thanks to the incredible incompetence of British Air and Iberia Air, their luggage did not arrive with
them.
Day after day the frustrated sailors returned to the airport to get, each day, a different version of the
same thing: no bags yet! Visa eventually coughed up some credit and they were off to do some
shopping but there was stuff still much needed in the lost bags. This incredible mess dribbled on for
10 days. One bag arrived on day 9 the next bag on day 10.One precious old leather bag had been left
out in the rain. Never ever fly BA or Iberia! Incompetent fools!
Somewhat dispirited we decide to sail east to Morocco and later in July, west to Valencia and
Barcelona. There was not much interest in the night passage to the Balearics so Majorca
would have to wait.
On July 16 the windless 32 mile putter to Estepona was uneventful except that my favorite fish and
tapas bar right beside the fish wharfs was closed.
On the 17th of July we puttered across the almost windless Strait of Gibraltar. Off in the distance,
with even a slight easterly (levanter), you can see a strange cloud formation over The Rock.
The cloud caused by an easterly wind-Levantercan sometimes blanket Gibraltar for days.

ARRIVAL CEUTA
Arrival at Ceuta was much easier this time. Knowing where you are going and how to dock makes a
vast difference. On arrival I tried to do all the right things; paper work first and then scurry off to the
port police. But this time we were told a passport stamp was not required so; back to the boat in
time for happy hour!
ARRIVAL AT MOROCCO MARINA SMIR
The next day on the 18th we found some gentle wind and enjoyed a lovely downwind sail against the
tide pushing west into the Atlantic. The Marina Smir staffs, Port Police and Customs (Douane)
were once again very friendly and efficient. All three offices are in the same arrivals building.
We quickly settled into a beautiful, safe harbor for our visit to Morocco.

A REVISIT TO SMIR M”DIQ AND TETUOAN
We enjoyed the area around Smir, M’Diq, the beaches and revisiting Tetouan on market day.
This time the coastal region was spotless. Flags everywhere! The king was arriving on the coast
for his family summer holiday.

M'Diq has been swept clean flags everywhere.
The King is Coming!

No not the King’s transport. I love spotting
unusual wheels and their uses.

Market day in Tetouan shows some great
colours!

These very tasty pumpkins fetched a good price!
The other fruit and veg are dirt cheap!

Cat enjoys an nice clean plaza outside the King’s
palace in Tetouan

Wonderful fresh produce and very, very cheap on market day in Tetouan. A
great day to shop!

Tetouan Tigress. A guide told us that, unlike
dogs, cats are revered in the Muslim world and
well looked after! No shortage of baskets for
this little Tigress!

Gate to the Souk Tetouan; 14th Century

A series of narrow streets were washed in
different colours.

Berbers with food direct from their farms.

Street scene near Tetouan centre. The small
yellow taxis are the "Petit Taxis" for short trips
within the city. Each city will have a different
colour.

Crested Herons

Urban crested herons.

M'Diq beach with a layer of broken shells and
pebbles. Many of the beaches have nice soft
yellow sand.

Two Moroccan women test the waters. There is
a mix of traditions. Some swim in bikinis, some
swim fully clothed while some only show a foot
or two.

Young Moroccan woman bangs some great drums on the beach.

Te King’s Schooner anchored well of shore from
his summer palace at M'Diq.

King’s Tetouan Palace entry. Pristine and
awaiting his arrival.

Morocco land voyage to Rabat, Fez, Meknes and return by bus up and over the
Riff Mountains to Tetouan and finally back to Marina Smir
Jump a “Grand taxi” from Tetouan to Tangier. It’s only about one hour. When you pay so little, you
are squished into an old Mercedes from the last century, with 5 other passengers. Then take the day
train to Rabat the Capital city of Morocco. Down the track there are great views along the way:
rolling plains, wheat fields, olive groves, sheep, goats, cattle, donkeys, horses, corn, sunflowers,
hay, salt pans, eucalypt plantations, oranges but always hard working Berber and other tribes.
Tangier to Rabat the train, for a while, runs
close to the coastal salt mines. Palace entry

ARRIVING IN RABAT
Rabat Gare. The trains are comfortable. First
class is cheap, clean, comfortable and air
conditioned. Well worth it.
Six assigned seats to a cabin. Train left on time a number of stops - but arrives on time. The
modern train takes a tunnel under the ancient
city walls. Good service. Follow this track and
you can end up in Casablanca.

Rabat is an astonishing place with so, much to see. Situated by the sea, on a river, it has long had a
fortified Kasbah perched on a hill, looking out over the Atlantic.
The ochre Chella walls in early afternoon were catching the sun light beautifully.
Chella ramparts surrounding the necropolis. The
gate was built in 1339.

I love the colour of the ochre clay used in many
Rabat buildings and here on the Chella.

Rabat Chella entrance gate details built 1339.

The storks are much revered and take over a primo view on the minaret of
the zauoia which once functioned as a mosque, a school and a hostel for
pilgrims. ( A little feather in my cap or perhaps, thanks to Nikon DX 7000
zoom 18-200mm this long distance shot is better than the one on page 81
DK Eye Witness Travel Morocco 2012.)

BEER AND RAMADAN
Buying beer on the eve before the start of the July month of Ramadam; or what not to do!. Short
story forget it! Local liquor shops are few so I was directed towards a major super market ,Margane
out of city a bit, but it is the only one that sells alcohol. Jump to a petit taxi but the driver’s French is
worse than mine and after driving around in circles he gives up and asks me to get out: no charge. He
looked unwell and may have already been fasting. Next taxi comes along no problem: Margane has
beer. Salivating, sweaty and tired I arrive at a very busy pre-Rmadam zoo. Shoppers are stacking their
carts unlike anything I have seen since Save-on Foods Vancouver. This is the Christain,s world pre
Christmas shopping craziness . So I ask the ever present security for directions to the beer! “No beer
closed for Ramadam.” Oh boy but never mind that Ramadam has not yet started. The nasty man
laughed! Not to be deterred I tried a very friendly check-out boy. He gave directions to another
massive Margane: “Yesthey have beer today!” Jump to the third petit taxi and this time a 20 minute
drive right across the other side of the city, past the now familiar Chella to the outskirts . Almost
knocked down by the masses of cars and trolleys, in to find the security, I timidly pose the same
question. Same answer: “No beer! Ramadan!” he laughed! Tail between my legs, parched and having
spent the price of a dozen beer, taxi number 4 putters me back to the wonderful recluse of the two
star Hotel Balima, there in a private screened bar, they are still serving nice cold bottles of beer!
The medina, Souk, Oudia Kashba, the Mausoleum Mohammed V and the Rabat Atlantic beach are all
fantastic sites waiting for my Nikon.
THE RABAT SOUK
Rabat leather workers in medina Rue de Consuls
all hand made goods.

THE ATLANTIC BEACH
Rabat Atlantic beach near the Kasba.

Rabat beach. Great surf from the Atlantic

Rabat Beach Lighthouse face the Atlantic

Rabat the Oudaia Kasbah. The walls were built
around 1195. The mosque is 12th century.

Figure 31 Beach fun before Ramadan starts
Kasbah behind. There is a great seafood café
overlooking the beach.

THE OUDAIA KASBAH
The beautiful entrance gate to the Oudia Kasbah
built in 12th century.

The Kasbah is still a living, working walled city.

A new handmade carpet being delivered on
foot.

Blue door Rabat Oudaia Kashbar.

Family walking by the Kasbah walls

THE RABAT MAUSOLEUM FOR MOHAMMED V., THE FOUNDER OF MODERN MOROCCO
This modern, expansive public place was built using all the ancient crafts, materials and
designs. Eyewitness notes that the architect was from Vietnam (the French connection) a Mr.
Vo Toan with the help of 400 Moroccan craftsman. I am guessing Mr. Vo Toan made more than
one visit to the earlier masterpiece at Granada.

A young Moroccan family enjoy walking the
extensive Mohammed V Plaza.

The massive Hassan Tower beside Mohammed V Mausoleum built about
1196 by the busy Yacoub el Mansour who also built the gate to the
Kasbah above.

Horse Guard to the Mohammed V Mausoleum

Marble detail of the Rabat Mausoleum

Wonderful stone carving and tile work at the
Mohammed V Mausoleum fountain.

This structure houses the sarcophagus of the
man himself: Mohammed V. On the right, is a
pierced and engraved copper candelabra.

Guards to the Mausoleum and sarcophagus in
traditional summer uniform.

Walls of the Mohammed V Mausoleum and
Hassan tower behind. The new design blends
beautifully with the old.

ARRIVAL AT FEZ
FEZ IS THE OLDEST MOROCCAN IMPERIAL CITY. IT IS A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE, WHICH
INCLUDES THE VAST LABRINTHS OF THE THREE SOUKS.
I was delighted to see this amazing city and thankful that the guide was watchful that I did not get
lost in the maze of streets and dark covered lanes. It is a very lively place. We were warned to watch
our pockets. It was also great to see restoration in progress with traditional craftsmen employed for
the job.

Boy at ancient carved and tiled fountain

Boy drinks at fountain showing details of the carved stone and colured
tiling.

Handmade carpet with intricate, traditional
designs

The Fez market is busy. No room for any
motorized vehicles; only hand carts and donkeys
allowed.

Gate to the Fez souk showing intricate wood
and stone carving. The guide whizzed us around
in so many directions so I am not sure which
gate!

Tanned and dyed, very fine, soft leather skins,
ready for handmade bags, shoes and the like.
The Moroccans love bright, strong colours.

Leather skins tanned and drying on the roof
tops above the tannery. All the dyes are natural.

Handmade silk thread with natural dyes woven
on an ancient hand loom.

Two young women working at loom. How do they remember the pattern?

A Fez decorated wealthy home where you can now get a great feed of tajine
lamb! Yum ho!

Different materials drying after being hand
dyed.

Most of the crafts are made in tiny work places. Here the smiling man is
making very fine clothes.

These seed pods have long been sold as natural
toothpicks! No need for lumberjacks to cut
down trees!

Fez view from the roof top of the restaurant
mentioned above Photo #45.

Shoemaker is taking great care and pride with
his work. His work place is right near the
tannery.

Handmade cloth, hand stitched, hand dyed
wedding dresses in beautiful colours.

The handmade bread is spread over the heated
dome and quickly baked.

Great to see the restoration work on this mosque in the Souk.

Restored very fine stone carving and paint work.

Fez restoration painter at work. You can see the
old unrestored wall on the left.

This photo gives some idea of the size of the
ancient city.

The donkeys transport goods to and within the
market. They are still practical as motors are not
allowed and somehow they manage to squeeze
through the busy crowded lanes. They also
make great photos and don’t talk back!

Traditional music instruments for sale.

Inside the Fez souk but outside the windows,
newlyweds announce their big event with
colorful decorations.

Fez tanner at work in the ancient vats.

The ancient Fez tannery.

Another craft in the souk; making chairs and wedding ride for the bride!

MEKNES - A BRIEF LOOK
From Fez I doubled back along the rail track to Meknes about a half hour on the train, passing rich
farmland which provides good, fresh food for Fez. A note to the travelers who try to plan their own
itinerary: Don’t try to visit Meknes on a Sunday during Ramadan. I managed to find a few sites open
but mostly there were few people about and most sites closed. However here are a few nice photos
taken before I gave up and jumped the commuter train back to Fez.

Stunning gate to the Imperial Meknes City

Gates and walls of The Imperial City including
the ubiquitous blue Petit Taxis.

The spice sellers make a decorative colorful
display off their wares in the Meknes market.

Special Sweets are very popular at Ramadan.

A WONDERFUL SCENIC BUS RIDE FROM FEZ TO TETUAN
For about 9 Euros you get a 4.5 hour ride from Fez up and over the Riff Mountains and down to busy
Tetouan. The bus is air conditioned, comfortable with clean windows, a bonus for a few fast photos
as we zoom along a secondary, sealed, country road! Oh what fun!

This Berber woman is filling water bottles at a
well. I am happy to see the bus driver getting
some fresh water as Ramadan has already
started. Good to see he is breaking the rules!
We need him alert and…awake for four and a
half hours.

We pass over at least two major rivers heading
west to the Atlantic. A Berber woman leads a
healthy beast across the ford.

Beautiful oleanders in a swollen river on the
road to Tetouan from Fez.

Not long after leaving Fez, the wheat fields roll
off into the horizon. Here the crop has been
harvested and the
stubble burned.

The scenic pastoral view is about a half hour on
the road from Fez.

Riff Mountain Foothills and a Berber cash crop
region. I like the oleanders and the many shades
of olive.

Approaching Chefchouan with the distinctive
blue painted homes. The Riff Mountains are
towering behind.

The Chefchouan photo shows the encircling city
walls and in the centre, the Kasbah under some
grand old trees.

Beautiful patterns and rolling foothills of the
Riff.

Although it is mid-summer the hills and fields
are bright green with a cash crop the Berbers
have cultivated and have the legal right to grow
for centuries.

RETURN TO M’DIQ AND ON TO SMIR MARINA
The bus arrived right on time in Tetuoan where is stopped right beside the hub for the Grand Taxis
stand to M’Diq. The taxi at the front of the line had been waiting in the hot sun for some time with
the windows up in about 40 degrees. After we have a full load, we are boiling hot, but at least
moving. After a while we notice the driver’s head start to drop! Then his eye lids start to droop. I am
sitting right behind him so I push him and talk loudly to keep him awake. After a few more terrifying
minutes we are at M’Diq. No water for the Ramadan fasting driver who just about wiped all six
passengers off the map. (Next time I will have more sense and immediately get out of the taxi).
Safely back at Marina Smir it was good to see Manca, Sputnik (the bike) and our beer boat next door
waiting for us! Ha!

Manca Sputnik and Beer boat safely waiting for
us at Smir Marina

Our Beer Boat at Smir. Ha! Actually it belongs to
the Chief of Police!

RETURN TO SPAIN. A SAIL TO REMEMBER
Once in a while you get the most exhilarating sail: an unforgettable one.
On July 3rd we needed to leave as we were due to meet crew on July 5th in Malaga. Smir was so
relaxing and pleasant; hard to leave. The wind gods must have been looking out for Manca. Early in
the morning we set sail along the north coast of Morocco, across the Gibraltar Strait then continuing
north, along the Costa del Sol to Estepona. At the same time a classic yacht Sea Eagle prepared to
leave with us. At first the wind was light off shore then as we entered The Strait it quickly built from
15, 20, 25 and yikes 32k! Soon, still on the same port tack, the westerly wind had Manca dancing
along at 9.5k. The little red yacht soon disappeared however it was great to see her behaving so well
under the command of just one retired skipper. Dodging the shipping traffic became paramount. It
kept us very alert and busy. At least we had clear visibility and no dreaded fog.

As The Rock passed behind our port quarter we approached the Costa del Sol and the wind calmed
down. Soon we were dodging the fish traps off Estepona and making ready to dock in lovely
Estepona completing the 41 miles in just less than 7 hours. All on port tack. An unforgettable sail!

Classic gaff rigged yacht Sea Eagle, singled
handed, leaves Smir with us.

Sea Eagle catching the early morning sun and
the building, Atlantic Westerly wind, coasting
along very nicely.

Manca in a fresh breeze as we approach the
Punta Almina and Ceuta. Ahead the wind builds
to 32Kn in mid-Strait.

The end of the magical crossing Estepona and
the beautiful mountains behind in sight. You
have to be on a constant watch for the fish
traps.

On July 4th (Independence Day for Hungary) we make the last hop of Leg 4 to Fuengirola ready for
the waiting crew.
END OF LEG 4
Finally caught up this Leg 4 on July 29, 2014! Hope you enjoyed the photos. Butterflies to come!
Many thanks to Miran for sterling jib on the website.
Terry and Manca

